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How does the resurrection of Jesus 2000 years ago effect my life today? 

Is it the resurrection itself or my thinking about the resurrection that make it effectual? 

Is the wind effectual when I think about it or in itself, a CAT 4 hurricane? 

Based on history the effectual nature of the resurrection is both contextual [happening in time and 

space] and transcendent [outside of me, beyond my grasp].  Examples: Thomas, “place you hand in my 

side…”; Saul/Paul, “Who are you Lord?”; Peter, “Rise up and eat!”; Luther… Wesley… Edwards… you… 

me… 

In the first eleven verses of Paul’s first letter to the Corinthian church in chapter fifteen, written around 

55 AD, some 25 years following the events of Christ’s passion, are the key words describing the essence 

of the Christian faith that Paul uses: (1) the gospel I preached to you; (2) which you received; (3) He 

appeared to many; and (4) so we preach and so you believed. 

 

In Classical Greek literature gospel (euangelion) refers to a messenger returning to the city shouting, 

proclaiming victory in battle, bringing joy to all the people.  It is also found at the birthday of God – 

Caesar Augustus – ushering in a new beginning for the world.  “The proclamation of this euangelion 

does not merely herald a new era: it actually brings it about.  The proclamation is itself the euangelion, 

since the salvation it proclaims is already present in it” NIDNTT, Vol 2, page 108. 

Responding to the questions above it is important to understand the way we think about things and how 

that can affect how we believe something.  English scholar, David Kettle, has summarized how we think 

in the twenty-first century, how we grasp the world around us, how we understand things, even about 

the resurrection. 

According to modern thinking, “value” can be separated from “fact” and is subjective and 

private.  It is relative to an individual, group, or culture.  This idea has subverted the exploration 

of reality at the level of our deepest and most lively personal engagement with the real.  It has 

sponsored a widespread erosion of traditional canon, subverted the primacy of practitioners 

and their practical wisdom, exalted the secondary and derivative, and colluded in fostering a 

distracted, superficial, browsing culture.  Christian faith sponsors the renewal of loving, 

demanding pursuit of the real. David J. Kettle, Western Culture in Gospel Context, (Cascade 

Books, 2011), page 32.   

This is the context we live and think in.  Kettle also shows us the other side, realities transcendence, in 

writing: 

Contextualization does not mean that the gospel conforms to cultural assumptions, but that it 

engages them: it enters into and transforms our cultural assumptions as we see the world anew 

in the light of the gospel…  When God reveals himself to us in our context, he does so not simply 

within our context, but as our ultimate context.  He engages our habitation of human contexts, 

breaking them open for us to find our context more deeply in him…  Engaging our context, the 

gospel is contextual; engaging our context, the gospel is transcendent.  Kettle, 48-49 


